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Abstract
This dissertation was written as a part of the Msc in Cybersecurity at the International Hellenic University. During recent years, more and more organizations migrate their data and services to the
cloud environment. For this reason, cloud resources and infrastructure have become target for many
malicious actors. In this dissertation we will examine how Amazon Web Services features like Traffic Mirroring, VPC, Load Balancing and Auto-scaling can be utilized, along with the Suricata Intrusion Detection Software, to create efficient and scalable monitoring solutions, in terms of security
and resource utilization. The implemented architecture and scaling policies will be tested by creating synthetic network traffic to simulate an attack. The current landscape of the cloud environment
and the the cloud deployment models are briefly discussed, as well as some security challenges that
this environment faces.
In the first chapter, the general cloud landscaped and the challenges it faces are discussed. There is a
brief mention of the types of cloud that exists and the key security concepts of the cloud environment are analyzed. Finally, it includes an overview of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) types.
In the second chapter, the services of Amazon Cloud that are used to create the secure and robust
application architecture are analyzed. Next, in the third chapter, we describe in detail all the components and concepts of the created application. It contains the overview of the network architecture
setup, all the utilized software, as well as their detailed configuration. All the different stacks that
compose the application, the sub-networking and the network flows are explained.
The next chapter describes in detail the exact setup and methods that were used to test the implemented application, the network packet crafting procedure, the scaling policies and the results of
these tests, and the related figures.
Finally, the last chapter, includes the conclusions drawn, concerning the security and scalability of
the implemented application, and also the drawbacks and challenges of this an approach and enumerates the pros and cons of utilizing Traffic Mirroring and Auto-scaling to create an efficient monitoring solution for cloud resources.
Special thanks to Prof. Dimitrios Baltatzis for his guidance and advice as a supervisor in this dissertation.
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1. Security in the cloud
1.1 Cloud Landscape today
Over the last decade, data is the moving power of the world as we know it today. Huge amounts of
data traffic every day is the key to maintaining up and running all aspects of modern human lifestyle
in the world, from commerce, to finance, health, transport, utility services, etc. The number of online users has risen dramatically and continues to rise every day, especially during the pandemic era.
Traditional computing infrastructures have become more and more difficult to maintain in terms of
load processing, maintenance, upgrading, and cost. The exponential growth of global Internet use
makes it difficult to cope with the huge loads of network traffic, computing power and storage
needed to keep all the works up and running, Thus, the model of cloud computing infrastructure has
gained popularity the past decade and tends to become the new model standard in the technology.
The inherent characteristics of the cloud computing model is what makes it the prevalent model
used today for tackling these challenges. Cloud computing is providing developers and IT departments with the ability to focus on important tasks, rather than wasting time and resources on works
like procurement, maintenance and capacity planning of the infrastructure.
According to NIST, “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models.” [1]

1.2 Classification of Cloud Deployment Models based on Services
The grown popularity of cloud computing has led to the emergence of three models and deployment
strategies, each one providing the user with different levels of flexibility, control and management.
These three models are Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Software as a Service (SaaS)

Infrastructure as a Service contains the basic building blocks for cloud IT and typically provides
access to networking features, computers (virtual or on dedicated hardware), and data storage space.
Infrastructure as a Service provides the highest level of flexibility and management control over IT
resources and is most similar to existing IT resources that many IT departments and developers are
familiar with today. For example, a user is allowed only to access his own resources, using a single
instance of the service, like Google, Dropbox, etc. [2]

Platforms as a service remove the need for organizations to manage the underlying
infrastructure(usually hardware and operating systems) and allow them to focus on the deployment
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and management of their applications. This helps them be more efficient as they don’t need to
worry about resource procurement, capacity planning, software maintenance, patching, or any of the
other undifferentiated heavy lifting involved in running your application.
Software as a Service provides a completed product that is run and managed by the service
provider. In most cases, people referring to Software as a Service are referring to end-user applications. With a SaaS you do not have to think about how the service is maintained or how the underlying infrastructure is managed; you only need to think about how you will use that particular piece of
software. A common example of a SaaS application is web-based email where you can send and receive email without having to manage feature additions to the email product or maintaining the
servers and operating systems that the email program is running on. [3]

1.3 Types of Cloud Deployment Models
Based on the type of deployment, the cloud can be categorized in the following models [3], [4]:
1. Private Cloud
In this cloud model, the user or the business has its own proprietary environment. Dedicated
computing power or storage is extended by virtualized components that can be based onpremise or in a data center. This model offers great levels of security and control to the business, as the business can manage their own environment based solely on their needs, because the infrastructure is owned and operated by the company. This model provides a clear
distinction on security responsibilities between the client and the vendor.
2. Public Cloud
In a public cloud, computing and storage resources are provided to the customer over the internet. Public cloud offers immense cost benefits because organizations can do away with
costly on-site hardware deployment and maintenance. A cloud-based application is fully deployed in the cloud and all parts of the application run in the cloud. Cloud-based applications can be built on low-level infrastructure pieces or can use higher-level services that provide abstraction from the management, architecting, and scaling requirements of core infrastructure. [2], [4]
3. Hybrid Cloud-based
A hybrid deployment is a way to connect infrastructure and applications between cloudbased resources and existing resources that are not located in the cloud. The most common
method of hybrid deployment is between the cloud and existing on-premises infrastructure
to extend, and grow, an organization's infrastructure into the cloud while connecting cloud
resources to an internal system. [2]
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Table 1: Props and cons of Cloud Deployment Models
Cloud Deployment Models
Private Cloud

Advantages
Dedicated Hardware
Organization-specific
Customizable

Disadvantages
Costly
Requires IT expertise
Difficult to scale out

Public Cloud

Scalability
Adaptable cost (Pay for
what you use)
Easy to use
Flexible infrastructure
Cost controls
Faster speeds

Less secure

Hybrid Cloud

Challenges in integration

1.4 Cloud Security Challenges
Although the cloud offers undeniably great services, it is not invulnerable to threats. Since a huge
amount of data is transferred to, from and within the cloud, is stored in resources in data centers and
accessed by many users or other services, this is a huge arena, where malicious actors can act. The
fact that the cloud offers some services ready for consumption or “out-of-the-box” doesn’t mean
that all the resources residing in it are de facto secured. The basis of it still consists of networks,
servers and hard disk, and most of all, many services depend on human configuration. Usually,
clouds provide better security advantages over individual server deployments. Cloud providers, all
have dedicated teams of security experts, designing and monitoring the infrastructure and the services. This is usually not the case for small businesses, where resources spent on security are limited or non-existing at all and a single administrator does not have the expertise on security issues.
On the other hand, all this concentration of services and resources magnifies the impact of possible
threats and poses new challenges to the whole notion of security. [5]
The following paragraphs are an overview of cloud threat classification according to the bibliography.
Cloud threats can be classified according to the two main factors of the cloud environment. Thus,
threats can be categorized as coming from technological factors (hard threats) and human factors
(soft threats). The latter refer to threats emerging from human actions and interaction with the environment, while the former refer to threats other than human actions, strictly associated with the
technologies consisting the cloud environment.
Soft threats are associated with government regulations in regions or countries, lack of compliance
standards, social engineering, lack of user literacy and competence and misinterpretation of the Service Level Agreements (SLA). Hard factors can be categorized as the ones related to software,
meaning the application and the platform, such as web server vulnerabilities, weak encryption,
HTTP vulnerabilities, virtualization, and those related with the hardware that consists the cloud infrastructure and the network. [6]
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of cloud environment threats [6]

Other categorizations of cloud threats have been proposed based on identified issues and categorized into five major categories. These five categories are: Security Policies (The Security Standards
Category) , User-oriented security (The Access Control Category), Data Storage (The Data Category), Application Security (The Application Security Category) and finally Network security (The
Network Category) [3], [5]

1.4.1 Security Policies
This category includes all the regulations, policies, authorities and governing bodies that govern the
secure operation of a cloud environment [5]. It includes all the standards that are or must be in place
to ensure attack prevention and the loss of performance and reliability of the environment [7]. This
includes service-level agreements, client management issues and antecedent trust [3].
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1.4.2 Service-level Agreement (SLA)
A Service-level Agreement is a legally binding contract that lays down the specific terms and agreements between a service provider (the cloud service provider in this case) and one or more clients
for the duration of the contract. The SLA defines the responsibilities of the provider against the
client, what services are covered, to what extend, who is responsible for what and to what extent. It
determines the responsibilities of the provider and the client. However, the SLD does not consist a
guarantee of the service quality and is in no way a binding contract for the provider to improve the
quality of the service. It usually provides the costs and the benchmarks for the service, the structure
of the organization and the frame within which, the provider and the client conduct business. [3]

1.4.3 Antecented Trust
For the relationship between a client and a cloud services provider to work, trust is the most important trait. Trust in the technological and business aspects of the provider is of utmost important for
the client to migrate to cloud technologies, innovate and develop.
Most issues related with trust in the service have to do with the fact that there is always a human
factor operating also in cloud environments (infrastructure, application etc), the fact that the high
number of users using a service may result in general damage for the system or the infrastructure,
the low trust in Third Party Providers that are used and the fear that there might be not enough governance over a provided service that will guarantee that the most relevant security policies are imposed as far as user data and service availability and integrity are concerned. [3]

1.4.3 User-oriented security
The cloud is a very complex environment, where many users operate on different services and different levels. This creates the need for fail-safe and robust mechanisms to be in place that are able to
guarantee the secure processing and storage of information. This aspect includes identification, authorization, authentication and access management. Authentication and identification concern both
the digital and the physical aspects of accessing services. On the digital aspect, it is done using software where usually the users provide something they know, like passwords, PIN numbers etc. Many
cloud providers offer to some clients physical access to their servers to customize their needs and
hardware appliances. In such cases, authentication is done using means like ID access cards, biometrics etc.
Authorization means that every user should only have access to resources that he is entitled to consume, use or modify. This implies many different levels of access according to the users role that
are needed to ensure that data and services are only accessed by users that have the right to access
them Several mechanisms for authorization exist like Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Role-based Access Control (RBAC), and Attribute-bases Access
Control (ABAC) [8] [9].
Identity and access management is the framework that contains all the policies that consist the terms
under which an organization manages the authentication and authorization. This framework should
be backed up with the necessary technologies needed to implement such controls. Logging, storing
authentication credentials, granting and revoking privileges and access rights is an integral part of
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such a network. It is a centralized place that controls all the aspects of user security on the cloud environment. [3]

1.4.4 Data Storage
In the cloud environment, data are stored in big logical units that are called Data Warehouses,
owned by the cloud provider. They consist of a large number of servers and all the required infrastructure. The are essentially a data hub, where all the data from enterprises, operational systems
and devices is kept and stored in physical devices. From the CIA perspective (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability), data warehouses are an important link in the chain of the whole cloud infrastructure security.The main duties of a cloud provider, as far as data storage is concerned are to protect data from unauthorized modification, accessing and deletion, to ensure consistency on the data
transaction, meaning that the data must me in the same state before and after a transaction occurs
and the durability of the whole data storage infrastructure. Other critical aspects are the security
configuration of the VMs that run on the data warehouse machines and the encryption of data at
rest. Not all cloud providers offer the latter, but it is a key feature if great importance that enhances
security of data in the cloud. Overall, it is the providers duty to ensure the availability and integrity
of the data at any time. [3]

1.4.5 Application Security
Another critical aspect of security in the cloud is application security. Programs and servers that run
on the cloud, as well as in any other environment consist of millions of lines of code, written in different languages and frameworks, by different programmers, which have their own vulnerabilities
and security issues. Programmers should take into account security practices like encryption, and
networking security when developing their application. Bugs, vulnerabilities and protection from
malicious actors
and hackers are the responsibility of the developer and not the cloud
provider. All best practices must be applied when developing an application to ensure security in
this layer. In this way, application layer security in the cloud does not have differences from the security of an application hosted on- premise. They are still vulnerable to well-known attacks like
SQL injection, cross-site scripting, command injection etc. Developers are responsible for mitigating such vulnerabilities and applying secure practices that can build trust for their enterprise. The
fact that an application is hosted in the cloud is not a guarantee for its security itself. The difference
in running a software application in a cloud environment is that it utilized a big range of operating
systems (OSs). OS itself, is an application that runs on a computer and manages and controls the
computer resources, such as memory, drives, monitors etc. The fact that a software application interacts with the operating system presents a security challenge it self. Vulnerabilities may exist in a
software application that runs on a specific OS, or the OS itself may have some vulnerabilities. The
challenge in the cloud environment on the application security layer, lies in the fact that a developer
must take into account all the different OSs and services when designing an application [3]

1.4.6 Network Security
Cloud computing is heavily dependent on networking and has faced major challenges in the aspect
of network security. In the real world and on premises infrastructures, networks face many challenges and security issues. Network engineers and administrators my put in place all the security
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policies and preventive measures to secure networks from Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, flooding and networking protocol vulnerabilities. [10] Usually, the measure to prevent network attacks
are putting firewalls in place for protecting the network infrastructure, which is very effective. The
same practice applies for services hosted in the cloud. Cloud provides Firewall-as-a-Service (FaaS),
which offers the same level of protection as hardware firewalls. They are cheaper, efficient and
more flexible and can traditional firewalls and are a great choice for any organization that wants to
protect its network. However, cannot alone solve all the problems of network security. Even though
they can offer strong protection from some vulnerabilities and breaches, by blocking traffic, they
cannot offer complete protection from malware, trojans and viruses. A solution for this problem is
utilizing an Intrusion Detection/Prevention System in conjunction with a firewall. In general, firewalls operate by analyzing packet headers, implementing prevention strategies based on protocol,
source and destination addresses and ports. IDS can log traffic inside the network for analysis, as
well as protection from threats.[3] They are designed to prevent malware and other attacks and protect the network from threats that have breached the firewall perimeter. Thus, implementing such a
solution in cloud environment is of great importance for an organization that is concerned about the
security of its network and application.

1.5 Overview of IDS in Cloud environments
The purpose of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) is to automatically detect events and indications
that a computer system has been compromised by a malicious adversary. Several studies have been
made that classify the types of intrusion detection systems according to their source of data and the
methods they use. According to the data sources they use, Intrusion Detection Systems can be categorized as Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) and Host Intrusion Detection Systems
(HIDS).
Network Intrusion Detection Systems are systems that try to identify malicious attacks on the network level. Rather than being deployed in the host system, NIDS are deployed on a network and examine the traffic between hosts and not events on a single host. NIDS have traditionally received
much more attention over the years because they are easy to set up and can inspect the traffic of the
whole network when placed properly inside the network. Some characteristics of the NIDS makes
its use proper for both traditional networks and cloud networks. NIDS monitor the traffic on the network, traditional and virtual networks and detect attacks such as DOS attacks, port scans etc by
comparing network traffic to known malicious traffic patterns in real time. They inspect mostly the
transport and and IP level packet headers to recognize malicious attacks. However, the drawbacks
of NIDS are that they have limited or no visibility at all about the state of the hosts. Also, thet have
difficulty detecting malicious traffic that comes from inside the network. If the traffic in the network
is encrypted, the have difficulty in effectively decrypting it and analysing it.[11] As more and more
services migrate to the cloud environment, deploying a NIDS that monitors the whole network is
not feasible. It is the responsibility of the Cloud Provider.[12] However, on the level of the personal
VPC, many architectures can be designed and implemented that can provide a very good and effective solution, as we will show later on.
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Host Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) are systems where a detector agent is placed on a host
and is responsible for the security of that host only. They monitor the activities performed by this
host and if they detect an abnormal or known malicious activity, an alert is generated. Typical HIDS
perform detection by monitoring the following host resources:
•

System calls: They observe the system calls that the applications make to the system kernel
and keep track of any abnormal behavior

•

Network Events: They monitor all the received network events before passing it to the processes level

•

File System: The most important resource for a host IDS is the file system. It continuously
monitors the host file system to detect changes in it that are outside the boundaries of the
normal system behavior and may indicate that the particular host has been compromised by
a malicious adversary

HIDS have the advantage of being deployed in the cloud environment for monitoring dedicated
hosts, whereas NIDS are not capable of monitoring the whole cloud network infrastructure. Also,
the are capable of detecting malicious activities that do not generate network traffic [11].
One advantage of using HIDS over NIDS in the cloud is that where the NIDS has limited visibility
of what happens inside the network, HIDS is more able to detect insider attacks and impose security
policy regulations.

Figure 2: Differences between HIDS and NIDS[13]
According to the detection methods they use, IDSs can be categorized as signature-based or anomaly-based.
Signature Based IDSs monitor resources and analyze it according to a predefined set of rules. Activities are compared against a set of defined rules and produce an alert when malicious activity is
detected. These systems are quite effective at detecting already known attacks. The major drawback
is that they are unable to defend a system against unknown attacks and zero-day attacks because
they do not possess the knowledge to identify these attacksSignature based systems are usually used
to identify malware, thought they can be also used to identify patterns that are indicative of intru-
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sion. They have low false-positive rate and are very efficient but they can only identify know attacks [12].
Anomaly-based IDSs work by comparing abnormal system behaviors against a model of normal
behavior. Their main advantage is that they are capable of detecting previously unknown attacks,
but on the other hand they produce a big number of false positives. Over the last years, many studies have been performed that utilize the use o machine learning for building such IDSs. IDs have
been designed based on supervised learning, unsupervised learning, deep learning and neural networks . Liu and Lang provide a survey for these results [12]
With respect to Cloud computing, HIDS can be placed on a host machine, VM or hypervisor to detect intrusive behavior through monitoring and analyzing log files, security access control policies,
and user login information. If installed on VM, HIDS should be monitored by Cloud user whereas,
in case of installing it on Hypervisor, Cloud provider should monitor it [11]

Figure 3: Summary of IDS/IPS techniques[11]
The third categorization of IDS is based upon their deployment location. According to this they can
be categorized as Distributed IDSs and Centrally Deployed IDs [11].
Distributed IDSs are deployed over different parts of an architecture to monitor different systems
or network parts. They cooperate with each other and exchange knowledge databases to help each
other identify threats more effectively. This teamwork characteristic of distributed systems makes
them unique and effective in detecting intrusions. Both NIDS and HIDS can be utilized to implement a distributed system
Centrally deployed IDSs are similar to host-based IDSs. The difference is that centrally deployed
IDSs are deployed in a central server and monitor the same server, as well as other hosts based on a
system of agent clients that are deployed on the hosts.
14

The diagram below(Figure 4)presents an overview of Intrusion detection systems [11]

Figure 4: An overview of IDS[11]
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2. Amazon Cloud Services
This is a study about how Network Intrusion Detection Systems can be utilized in the AWS Cloud
environment. Specifically, it focuses on the utilization of recently developed cloud services such as
Traffic Mirroring and tries to explore the effectiveness of such architectures in terms of cost, easiness of implementation and efficiency. Next follows a description of key AWS services that are used
in the scope of the current dissertation in order to clarify their role in the construction of monitored
cloud application architectures.

2.1 Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud is a service that allows you to define a virtual network. It is the basic
service within which many AWS resources are deployed. It resembles the traditional networks in the
traditional data centers. The key difference here is that it is using the scalable infrastructure of AWS.
AWS VPC consists the networking layer for the EC2 service (presented later), the main AWS service.
A VPC is a virtual network dedicated to an AWS account. It is logically isolated from other virtual
networks in the cloud infrastructure and gives the user the ability to define his own resources, such
as EC2 instances. It gives the ability to define subnets with the selected IP ranges. Public subnets allow resources to connect to the internet, whilst private subnets are used for isolating resources that
do not need to be connected to the internet. Resources in a subnet are protected by multiple layers
of security such as Access Control Lists (ACL) and security groups. Route tables are used to determine where the traffic in the VPC is directed. They consist of a set of rules and can explicitly be associated with a subnet. If a routing table is not configured for a subnet, then it is implicitly associated with the main route table of the VPC.

Access of the VPC to the internet is made through the VPC internet gateway. EC2 instances that are
deployed in a public subnet are assigned a private and a public IP address. On the other hand, in-
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stances that are deployed in a private subnet have no access to the internet and are assigned only a
private IP [14].

2.2 Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) is a web service that provides secure, resizable
compute capacity in the cloud. This is the core service of AWS that makes cloud computing possible by providing computational power in an easy and accessible way. EC2 provides a broad choice
of instances to match almost all workload needs. It provides general purpose, compute optimized,
memory optimized, storage optimized and accelerated computing instances that provide optimal
compute, memory, storage and network balancing for the user needs. It also offers bare metal instances that provide direct access to the processor and memory of the underlying server system for
running applications in non-virtualized environments where the user can use theirs on hypervisor.
These characteristics and other features of the service make it appropriate for designing and implementing various architectures. Some other core features are presented below.

2.2.1 EC2 Operating Systems
AWS EC2 offers a variety of images of operating systems for use in the EC2 service such as Windows images, Linux images (Amazon Linux, RHEL, Ubuntu, CentOS, Suse and Debian) as well as
instances with specific software pre-installed that are available in the Amazon Market place.

2.2.2 Cost and Capacity Optimization
A useful feature of the EC2 services and also of other respective services from other cloud providers
is that the user pays only for the resources that are used. This allows for designing high performance, secure applications without the need of buying resources a-priory that might end up underutilized or worst, they might not be enough to cover the needs of an application or an organization.
The user can choose instances with computing power that covers the needs. If these needs change,
the grow or diminish other instance types can be chosen to optimize the operations both in terms of
computing power and cost terms. This is exceptionally easy with services like Auto Scaling. Auto
Scaling allows the adjustment of EC2 capacity by defining scaling rules based on metrics, predefined time or use current and predicted use of resources.
As far as storage is concerned, EC2 offers, apart from the instances internal storage a wide variate
of
storage services that offer fully managed, persistent, low latency, highly available storage
volumes
Another feature of the service is the high Packet-Per-Second performance and Low latency with Enhanced Networking. Enhanced Networking higher packet per second (PPS) performance by using a
network virtualization stack with high I/O performance, low jitter and latency and lower CPU utilization than traditional implementations.
The main families of instance types that are offered are [15]:
1. General Purpose Instances
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These instance provide balance between CPU, memory and networking resources. They are
suitable for balanced applications, like web servers.
2. Compute Optimized
High performance processors for applications with high computational requirements such as
scientific data processing, gaming, etc
3. Storage Optimized
Ideal for large datasets and low-latency I/O operations
4. Memory Optimized
Ideal for applications that process data in memory
5. Accelerated Computing
These instances use hardware accelerators for graphics processing, data pattern matching etc
These EC2 families are further broken down to instance types. The instance types that will be used
in this study and their specifications are presented in Table 2
Table 2: Instance types used
Instance Type Size
T2
MICRO

Memory (GB) vCPU
1
1

T2

LARGE

8

2

T3

LARGE

8

2

Network
Low-to-moderate
Low-to-moderate
Up to 5 Gbps

2.3 Auto-Scaling
Auto-Scalling is an AWS service that helps applications maintain availability by adding or retracting computational power automatically according to predefined conditions. It can monitor a fleet of
machines and keep track of their health. The application scaling can be either dynamic or based on
prediction. Dynamic scaling responds to dynamic changes in demand and predictive scaling increases or decreases computational power depending on the predicted demand at a certain time period. As attacks are unpredictable, scheduled and predictive scaling cannot meet the standards for
designing a security solution. Although the are great features for designing robust application architectures, it is not known when an attack on the network will happen and thus, they are not able to facilitate security solutions. On the other hand, dynamic scaling is a feature that can be utilized for designing robust security solutions at relatively low cost. By monitoring the demand curve of an application, auto scaling can automatically scale out, meaning to create new resources according to a
metric such as CPU usage, or number of received packets and other network traffic metrics. As it
will be demonstrated later, this feature is very helpful when designing a secure architecture that involves IDS monitoring.
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Auto-Scalling monitors the health of instances that belong to an auto-scaling group. This way it ensures that all instances are working properly and can receive traffic from the network. Periodically,
it performs health checks at given intervals to identify unhealthy instances remove them, to ensure
that the application is working with the desired or at least with the minimum capacity. When an instance is identified as unhealthy it is removed from the group and replaced with a healthy one.
Auto-Scaling is a core feature that is a basic component on building resilient and fault tolerant applications. The same principles can be adopted while designing an IDS for monitoring application
resources in a VPC. Utilizing auto-scaling with a NIDS can create a secure architecture with the following characteristics:
•

Better fault tolerance: If an instance that has a NIDS install fails, all malicious traffic can
pass into the network undetected. Auto-Scaling can detect that the NIDS instance is unhealthy in time and replace it with a healthy one to allow the monitoring of the protected resources

•

Better availability: During an attack, network traffic might increase vertically. An NIDS
that utilizes specific restricted resources might not be able to cope with such high demand.
With auto-scalling this can be battled by creating new NIDS instances in the group to deal
with the high volume of traffic.

•

Better cost management: Maintaining a dedicated host with high resources can be a cumbersome expense for some organizations, especially smaller ones. By having little resources
allocated for an IDS when the traffic on a the network is normal and scaling out during edge
events, like an attack that causes network surge, even small organizations can have a security solution implemented.

Diving deeper into details of how auto-scaling works is essential for understanding how effective
security solutions can be designed. The following diagram shows the the life cycle of an EC2 instance that belongs to an auto-scaling group.

2.3.1 How dynamic auto-scaling works
The following table describes the basic concepts of AWS Auto-Scaling that will be used[16]:
Groups

EC2 instances are organized in logical units called groups. Groups are
used for managing purposes of an EC2 fleet. Some key points that can
be defined about a group are: minimum, maximum and desired number
of instances

Configuration Templates

This defines how the instance that will be launched in the group is configured. Ex. Installed software, security groups, etc

Scaling Options

In dynamic scaling, these options define how the scaling will occur,
based on some specified conditions. Ex. CPU usage above a threshold

Scale Out:
When specified conditions occur then scaling out occurs. This launches an instance on the group,
initialized according to the provided configuration templates. These new instances get attached to
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the group and start in Pending state. When these instances are fully configured and initialized,
therefore they pass all the health checks, they enter the InService state. These instances now count
towards the desired capacity.
Instances in Service:
Instances that were successfully launched into the group remain in InService state until they are detached from the group, terminated by the user, the group terminates them in order to maintain the
desired or maximum capacity or they fail to pass the health checks.
Scale In:
Scale in events are events that instruct an auto-scaling group to detach one or more instances from
it. In dynamic scaling, a group can decrease its size based on a defined decrease in demand. When a
scale-in event occurs, the group terminates one or more instances. Instances then enter the Terminating state, before they completely shut down and enter the Terminated state.
Life-cycle hooks:
Life-cycle hooks are a feature of Auto-Scaling that can perform custom actions automatically when
an instance is launched or terminated. This feature is useful for building a secure architecture, as
will be demonstrated further on on some test cases/architectures

Figure 5: Auto-scaling group instance life-cycle[16]
There are two types of life-cycle hooks. The one is autoscaling:EC2_INSTANCE_LAUNCHING
and the other autoscaling:EC2_INSTANCE_TERMINATING. When the former is attached in an
auto-scaling group, instances that enter the group move from Pending to Pending:Wait state. When
the custom action defined by the hook is successfully completed, then the instance is attached to the
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group and enters InService state. Accordingly, when an instance is terminated, it moves from Terminating state, to Terminating:Wait and finally to Terminated
The diagram Figure 5 depicts the life-cycle states of instances in an auto-scaling group.

2.4 Elastic Load Balancing
Elastic Load Balancing is an AWS service that automatically distributes incoming traffic across
multiple targets such as containers, EC2 instances or IPs. It performs health health monitoring of all
the resources that are registered to it and makes sure that the traffic is routed only to healthy resources. ELB is a powerful resource that helps in creating robust architectures. As the network traffic may change during the day, ELB can deal with traffic surges by distributing across healthy resources, thus making sure that there are no resources that are overwhelmed and some that remain
underutilized.

2.4.1 How it works
When traffic comes in, the Load Balancer routes it to the registered resources, namely EC2 instances. Simultaneously, it monitors the health of the registered instances and routes traffic only to
the healthy ones. When it detects that an instance is unhealthy, it stops routing traffic to this target
until it detects that it is healthy again. In order for the Load Balancer to route the traffic, one or
more listeners must be attached to it. A listener is a process that is configured with a protocol and a
port number and accepts connection requests from a client to the Load Balancer. Likewise, a protocol and a port number is configured for connections from the load balancer to the targets.
There following types of load balancers exists, but within the scope of this research, only the first
two will be used:
1. Network Load Balancers
2. Application Load Balancers
3. Gateway Load Balancers
4. Classic Load Balancers
The main differences among them is in the way they are configured. For the first three a group of
target needs to be registered for the traffic to be routed, while for the later, individual instances are
registered. [17]

2.4.1.1 Request Routing
Before a request is sent to the load balancer, the load balancer’s domain name is resolved using Domain Name System (DNS) server. The DNS entry is controlled by Amazon and the because the load
balancers belong to the amazonaws.com domain. The Amazon DNS servers return the IP addresses
to the client. These IP addresses are the the addresses of the load balancing node. Each Load Balancer is assigned an Elastic Network Interface when created, through which, all traffic can be
routed.
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Routing algorithm
The Application Load Balancers use the following procedure when they receive a request:
1. The evaluate the listener rules with order of priority to determine which one applies
2. Select a target that is assigned to the selected target group for the specific action, using the
algorithm that is configured for the specific group. The default algorithm that is used is the
round robin scheduling algorithm [18]. Routing is performed independently for each target,
even if it belongs to multiple groups.
For Network Load Balancers the procedure is different, when they receive a connection:
1. The Network Load Balancer selects a target from the assigned group, using the flow hash algorithm, based on:
•

The protocol

•

The source address and the source port

•

The destination address and the destination port

•

The TCP sequence number

2. Each individual TCP connection is routed to a single target for the lifetime of the connection. The TCP connections from a client have different source ports and sequence numbers,
and can be routed to different targets.

HTTP Connections
Application Load Balancers use connection multiplexing. This means that connections from multiple clients can be routed to a single back end target through a single connection. This improves latency and reduces load for the application. Load Balancers give the option of disabling connection
multiplexing. The following protocols are supported by Application Load Balancers: HTTP/0.9 ,
HTTP/1.0, HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. HTTP/2 is only used with HTTPS listeners and support up to
128 parallel connections using HTTP/2. The default protocol used on back-end connections (connections from the load balancer to a registered target) is HTTP/1.1. [19]
Application Load Balancers automatically add X-Forwarded-For, X-Forwarded-Proto and X-Forwarded-Port headers to every HTTP request and maintain the connection headers received from the
client after proxying the request back.

Load Balancer Scheme
There are two types of load balancers according to their ability to connect to the internet. There are
internet facing and internal load balancers. When a node that consists a load balancer is internet
facing, it is assigned a public IP address and its DNS name is resolvable. Thus, the internet-facing
load balancer can route requests from clients over the internet. The internal load balancers are not
assigned a public IP address. They can only be accesses through the private IP address that is re22

solved only within the VPC they reside. This ability will be demonstrated lately as a part of building
a security solution. Complex and multi-tier architectures can include both internet facing and internal load balancers. For example, an application can receive requests from the internet, through and
internet facing balancer and forward requests to another internal load balancer that is assigned to a
server autoscaling group.

Load Balancer Network MTU
The maximum transmission unit (MTU) of a network connection is the size in bytes of the largest
network packet that is allowed to pass through a network connection [17]. The larger the MTU of a
connection, the more data that can be passed in a single packet. Ethernet packets consist of the
frame, or the actual data you are sending, and the network overhead information that surrounds it.
Traffic sent over an internet gateway is limited to 1500 MTU. This means that if packets are over
1500 bytes, they are fragmented, or they are dropped if the Don’t Fragment flag is set in the IP
header. [17]
The MTU size on an Application Load Balancer, Network Load Balancer, or Classic Load Balancer
node is not configurable. Jumbo frames (MTU 9001) are standard across all load balancer nodes.
The path MTU is the maximum packet size that is supported on the path between the originating
host and the receiving host. Path MTU Discovery (PMTUD) is used to determine the path MTU between two devices. Path MTU Discovery is especially important if the client or target does not support jumbo frames.
When a host sends a packet that is larger than the MTU of the receiving host or larger than the
MTU of a device along the path, the receiving host or device drops the packet, and then returns the
following ICMP message: Destination Unreachable: Fragmentation Needed and Don't Fragment
was Set (Type 3, Code 4). This instructs the transmitting host to split the payload into multiple
smaller packets, and retransmit them.[17]

2.5 Traffic Mirroring
AWS Traffic Mirroring is a feature of Amazon VPC. It can be used to copy traffic from an elastic
network interface of an EC2 instance. Traffic mirroring can have many applications, like copying
real traffic from production servers and sending them to development servers for debugging and
testing and troubleshooting. Except for that, traffic mirroring can be used for copying traffic and
sending it to out-of-band (meaning they do not consume bandwidth from vital resources of an application) security and monitoring appliances for content inspection and threat monitoring. These security appliances can be deployed individually as instances or they can reside behind a load balancer
for better scaling. Traffic mirroring supports filtering and packet truncation, making it easier to filter
out bulk traffic and forward only traffic that is interesting from the security perspective to the monitoring appliances. Traffic mirroring offers a great set of benefits when building a security solution
that can be summed up to the following key points:
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1. Simplified Operation: Traffic from any range of the VPC can be mirrored, eliminating the
need of installing and managing traffic forwarding agents on the EC2 instances
2. Increased monitoring options: Captured traffic can be mirrored to any monitoring appliance or security device. This way, robust security solutions can be built.
3. Enhanced Security: Most importantly, packets that are captured from an elastic user interface are securely delivered to the target and cannot be disabled or tampered from the user
space. This makes it impossible for an attacker that has compromised the target machines to
alter or change network packets, trying to avoid detection from a security appliance.

2.5.1 How it works
Traffic Mirroring [21]works by copying inbound and outbound traffic from network interfaces that
are attached to EC2 instances. Traffic then can be sent to the network interface of another EC2 instance or a Network Load Balancer that has a UDP listener. The traffic mirroring source and target
can be to the same VPC or a different VPC.
In the following scenario, traffic is mirrored from two sources (Source A and Source B) to a single
target (Target D):
•

Traffic Mirror Source A is identified

•

Traffic Mirror Source B is identified

•

Traffic Mirrori Target D is configured

•

Traffic Mirror Filter A is configured

•

Traffic Mirror session for Source A, Filter A, Target B is configured

•

Traffic Mirror session for Source B, Filter A, Target B is configured

Figure 6: Traffic Mirror Overview example[21]
When a session is created, any traffic that satisfies the rules configured in Filter A is encapsulated in
a VXLAN header and is sent to the target
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2.5.1.1 Traffic Mirror Targets
Traffic Mirror targets are the destination of the mirrored traffic. Traffic Mirror target must always be
different than the traffic mirror source. Resources that can be used as targets are network interfaces
or network load balancers. A traffic mirror target can be used by more than one traffic mirror sessions. It is a prerequisite that the target security group is configured to allow VXLAN traffic (port
UDP 4789) through. When a network balancer is used as traffic mirror target, a listener for UDP
port 4789 must be configured.

2.5.1.2 Traffic Mirror Filter
A traffic mirror filter is a set of inbound and outbound rules that determine which traffic is copied
from the source and sent to the target. By default, no traffic is mirrored. In order for any traffic to be
mirrored, the appropriate rules must be defined first. The combination of rules define which traffic
will be mirrored. Specific services can be filtered, so that all traffic (inbound and outbound) related
to a service, will be mirrored. Traffic Mirror filter allows the following parameters to be configured:
•

Traffic direction (inbound or outbound)

•

Action (the action taken on a packet. Allow or Reject)

•

The L4 protocol

•

Source port range

•

Destination port range

•

Source CIDR block

•

Destination CIDR block

2.5.1.3 Traffic Mirror Sessions
A sessions defines and establishes a relationship between a traffic mirror source and a destination. It
is configured by defining traffic mirror source, traffic mirror destination and traffic mirror filter.
Each packet is mirrored once. This means that replayed traffic is not mirrored a second
time. Multiple sessions can be established for the same source. This feature is useful when mirrored traffic needs to be sent to different tools, or a subset of the traffic needs to be sent to one tool
and another portion to a
different tool. The priority of the different sessions is evaluated based
on a unique ascending session number that is defined during the session creation time
Traffic Mirror Packet Format
Traffic Mirror Packets are encapsulated with a VXLAN header (RFC 7348) [22] . All appliances
and tools that receive traffic from traffic mirroring must be able to to parse VXLAN-encapsulated
traffic. The following fields are added to a mirrored packet: VXLAN ID, Source IP address, Destination IP address.

2.5.1.4 Traffic Mirror Considerations
However, the use cases of traffic mirroring are not unlimited. There are some key points that must
be taken into account when designing an architecture based on traffic mirroring, much more when
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implementing a security solution based on it. According to the documentation, they are the following [23]
•

Encapsulated mirror traffic is routed by using the VPC route table. Route table must be configured to send the mirrored traffic to the correct traffic mirror target.

•

You can only create a traffic mirror session if you are the owner of the source network interface or its subnet.
Packet is truncated to the MTU value when both of the following are true:
The traffic mirror target is a standalone instance.
The mirrored traffic packet size is greater than the traffic mirror target MTU value.

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Mirrored traffic counts toward instance bandwidth. For example, if you mirror a network interface that has 1 Gbps of inbound traffic and 1 Gbps of outbound traffic, the instance
must handle 4 Gbps of traffic (1 Gbps inbound, 1 Gbps mirrored inbound, 1 Gbps outbound, and 1 Gbps mirrored outbound).
Production traffic has a higher priority than mirrored traffic when there is traffic congestion. As a result, mirrored traffic is dropped when there is congestion.
Mirrored outbound traffic from a source instance is not subject to security group evaluation.
Flow logs do not capture mirrored traffic.
When you delete a network interface that is a traffic mirror source, the traffic mirror sessions that are associated with the source are automatically deleted.
Packets that are dropped at the traffic mirror source by security group rules or by network ACL rules are not mirrored.
An elastic network interface cannot be a traffic mirror target and a traffic mirror session
source at the same time.
Network Load Balancer as a target is recommended for high availability.
If you do not have UDP listeners on the Network Load Balancer, you can still use the Network Load Balancer as a target. However, Traffic Mirroring cannot occur because there are
no UDP listeners.
If you remove the UDP listeners from a Network Load Balancer that is a traffic mirror target, Traffic Mirroring fails without an error indication.
When the Network Load Balancer removes the node in an Availability Zone from the DNS
table, Traffic Mirroring continues to send the mirrored packets to that node.
When you have an existing Network Load Balancer which is a traffic mirror target and you
add additional subnets to it, there is no effect. For example, mirrored traffic in the Availability Zone of the new subnet is not routed in the same Availability Zone unless you enable
cross-zone load balancing.
We recommend that you use cross-zone load balancing with your Network Load Balancer to
ensure that the packets continue to be mirrored when all targets in an Availability Zone are
not healthy.
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“For example, if an 8996 byte packet is mirrored, and the traffic mirror target MTU value is 9001
bytes, the mirror encapsulation results in the mirrored packet being greater than the MTU value. In
this case, the mirror packet is truncated. To prevent mirror packets from being truncated, set the
traffic mirror source interface MTU value to 54 bytes less than the traffic mirror target MTU value
for IPv4 and 74 bytes less than the traffic mirror target MTU value when you use IPv6. Therefore,
the maximum MTU value supported by Traffic Mirroring with no packet truncation is 8947 bytes.
For more information about configuring the network MTU value, see Network Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) for Your EC2 Instance in the Amazon EC2 User Guide for Linux Instances.” [23]
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3. Creating Secure Application with Suricata and Traffic
Mirroring
To demonstrate and test how all the aforementioned components can be combined for creating a
scalable and secure application architecture, a complete application will be created, using Amazon
Web Services Cloud Development Kit[24]. The AWS CDK is an open source software development
framework for defining cloud application resources using already established programming languages like Java, Python, Javascript, Typescript. The demonstrated application will be written in
Javascript programming laguage.

3.1 Architecture Overview
The architecture that will be demonstrated consists of three main Stacks. The stack is a unit of deployment in AWS CDK and can be used to define autonomous and independent parts of an application that are logically separated from one another. These stacks can be deployed separately and
combined they create a secured architecture separated logically by their functionality. This offers
more security when defining sub-components of the application and the required scalability and
flexibility.
The three main stacks of the application will be:
1. The Target stack
2. The IDS Stack
3. The Monitoring Stack
The Target Stack contains the main application that needs to be monitored and protected. For the
purposes of this dissertation the application will consist just from honeypots that will serve as targets of malicious attacks
The IDS Stack is the main stack that will be tested. It contains the IDS software that is used to
monitor the network of the main application and raise alerts when malicious traffic is detected.
The Monitoring Stack is responsible for receiving alerts from the IDS Stack, aggregating them and
visualizing them, thus providing and overview of what is happening to the network and the protected application.
The proposed architecture consists of three separate subnets. The subnets reside in a custom created
VPC. As mentioned earlier, the VPC is virtual network dedicated to an AWS account that separates
resources logically from other virtual resources and helps define subnets within the given IP ranges.
Three subnets will be created within the VPC, one for each stack. The two subnets will be public
subnets, meaning they will be able to access the internet directly and the other one will be private
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3.2 The Target Stack
The target stack will contain the target application. The target application will be two honeypots that
will play the role of vulnerable applications. These two honeypots will be the dionaea [25]honeypot
and the cowrie [26] honeypot. These two honeypots will just be used as targets, and not a real honeypots. They will not be used to collect and analyze logs, which is their primary purpose. They will
be used just as vulnerable applications that will be targeted by malicious traffic, so that it can be
monitored by the IDS stack.
The purpose of the dionaea honeypot is to serve as a malware trap. It exposes variable network services that are vulnerable and its final purpose is to download the malware file and help identify existing bugs in the network services. It emulates Windows services and it has the ability to emulate
the attackers shellcode. The dionea honeypot was chosen because of the large number of services it
emulates.
It is written in python and in exposes the following services:
•

black hole

•

epmap

•

ftp

•

http

•

memcache

•

mirror

•

mqtt

•

mssql

•

mysql

•

pptp

•

sip

•

smb

•

tftp

•

upnp

The cowrie honeypot is a medium interaction SSH and Telnet honeypot that is designed to log
brute force attacks and shell interactions performed by an attacker.
First we need to create the public subnet that will host the vulnerable application (the two honeypots). For convenience and code best practice reasons, a VPC will be created that will contain all
the three needed subnets. The subnet that will host the target app will be called Target subnet and
will have CIDR 10.0.0.0/24. The code snippet bellow shows how a new VPC named MyCustomVPC is created, along with the three subnets: TargetSubnet, IDSSubnet, MonitoringSubnet.
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The fourth subnet is not a real subnet. It is just declared so that the remaining IP addresses are reserved and cannot be used by other resources.
const vpc = new ec2.Vpc(this, "MyCustomVPC", {
cidr: "10.0.0.0/22",
maxAzs: 1,
subnetConfiguration: [
{
name: "TargetSubnet",
subnetType: ec2.SubnetType.PUBLIC,
},
{
name: "IDSSubnet",
subnetType: ec2.SubnetType.PRIVATE_ISOLATED,
},
{
name: "MonitoringSubnet",
subnetType: ec2.SubnetType.PUBLIC,
},
{
name: "NullSubnet",
subnetType: ec2.SubnetType.PUBLIC,
reserved: true
},
],
});

CodeSnippet 1: Creating the VPC and the subnets

For deploying the honeypots in the TargetSubnet, another AWS ECS [27] is used. The ECS is a
highly scalable and fast container management service. It provides utilities for running Docker containers and defining tasks on container clusters. In order to simplify the deployment process, ECS
along with dionaea and cowrie docker containers will be used. The containers are freely available in
Dockerhub, and will be directly pulled and run with the ECS. The two containers are added to the
same task definition of the ECS service and are run in the same EC2 instance. For the containers to
be reachable, the definition of a Security Group called Target Security Group is needed that will allow connection to the exposed honeypot services. All outbound traffic is allowed.
Table 3: Target Stack Security Group allowed traffic
69
1883
1900
5061
443
445
21
42
1433
11211
80
1723
2222

Port

Protocol
UDP
TCP
UDP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP

Source

Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
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8–1
135
5060
3306

ICMP
TCP
TCP, UDP
TCP

Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP
Attack IP

3.3 The Intrusion Detection Stack
The Intrusion Detection Stack is the basic stack that will be tested in this application. Its role is to
receive traffic from the Target Stack and detect malicious traffic intended for the target application.
For this stack, the Suricata [28] Intrusion Detection software will be used. “Suricata is a high performance Network IDS, IPS and Network Security Monitoring engine. It is open source and owned
by a community-run non-profit foundation, the Open Information Security Foundation (OISF).
Suricata is developed by the OISF.”
Version 6.0.4 of Suricata will be used and it will be deployed in a docker container to simplify the
installation and dependency resolution process. All the needed configuration and log directories will
be exposed from the container to the host machine. This way, configuration and rule files can be uploaded during deployment time and can be used from the Suricata that runs into the container. For
this purpose some configuration files were created in order to apply the desired configuration for
the problem to the software. The suricata.yaml contains the configuration for the software. The
most important variables are:
•

HOME_NET: This defines what will be identified as traffic that c omes from the inner network. This is needed by many rules to identify attacks. For example, some rules produce an
alert for traffic that originates from another IP address that is not considered to be part of the
home network, while not raising alerts if the same traffic comes from within the network.
This variable can represent a single IP address, a set of IP addresses or a range of IP addresses. In this particular application, this variable will be set to [10.0.0.0/16]. This is the IP
range of the Target Stack. Since we want to inspect traffic that originated from outside, we
will consider all traffic that is produced from within all the stacks of the application as home
traffic.

•

EXTERNAL_NET: This defines which traffic will be considered external and is set to !
HOME_NET. This means that all the traffic that does not come from the home network will
be treated as external.

•

Default-rule-path: The path where the rule files reside. This is used by Suricata to load rule
files. Except for the default rule files, a custom test.rules file will be created. This file contains some custom rules to test the how application behaves during an attack.

•

af-packet/interface: This is the variable that defines which network interface will be monitored. It will be set to eth0, which is the target interface that is attached to the Load Balancer
and receives the mirrored traffic from the Target Stack

The EC2 machines that have the Suricata container are configured to belong to an Autoscaling
Group. This autoscaling group will be responsible for scaling the Suricata instances in and out, in
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response to defined metrics metrics such as number of incoming bytes, CPU usage ,etc. A security
group is configured for the machines in this autoscaling group that allows all outgress traffic, but allows ingress traffic only on port 4789 UDP. This is the port on which the traffic mirroring send the
traffic, so it must be enabled in order for the Suricata to inspect the traffic that comes through.
Also, a load balancer is configured. This load balancer has an attatched listener only for port 4789
UDP to accept incoming VXLAN traffic. It is responsible for distributing network load to different
Suricata instances evenly, in cases of high netwrork traffic influx.
The output of the Suricata software are two files. The fast.log and the eve.json files. These files contain the generated alerts, as well as all the events that were recorded by Suricata. To be able to monitor all the events and alerts generated, the contanent of these files needs to be shipped to another
stack, called the Monitor Stack, which will be explained later. This happens with the utilization of
agents, called beats.

Figure 7: Intrusion Detection Stack Overview

Filebeat
“Filebeat is a lightweight shipper for forwarding and centralizing log data. Installed as an agent on
your servers, Filebeat monitors the log files or locations that you specify, collects log events, and
forwards them either to Elasticsearch or Logstash for indexing.” [29]
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Figure 8: How Filebeat works [29]
Filebeat will be used to ship the eve.json file to the Elasticsearch which resides in the MonitoringStack. Filebeat works by looking for one or more inputs of log data. The location of these files
is configured in the filebeat.yml configuration file. When a log is located, Filebeat starts a harvester
a single log for the new content and sends it ti the libbeat, where data is aggregated and sent to the
configured output pipe. In this case, the out put is the Elasticsearch in the Monitoring Stack, which
listens to the IP address 10.0.2.6 on port 9200. Filebeat offers a Suricata module for specifically
parsing Suricata logs and shipping them to Elasticsearch. It also offers a Suricata dasboard for visualizing Suricata alerts end events. For the dashboard to be initialized and configured, direct communication between filebeat and Kibana must be enabled. Thus, the address where Kibana listens to
must be configured in the filebeat configuration file to IP 10.0.2.6 on port 5601.

Metricbeat
Usefull metrics about the operating system which hosts Suricata also need to be extracted. We need
to see metrics such as the CPU and memory usage, the quantity of ingress and outgress traffic in the
system and more. For this, another beat agent will be utilized, called Metricbeat. “Metricbeat is a
lightweight shipper that you can install on your servers to periodically collect metrics from the operating system and from services running on the server. Metricbeat takes the metrics and statistics
that it collects and ships them to the output that you specify, such as Elasticsearch or Logstash.”
[27] In the same manner as Filebeat, Metricbeat needs also to be configured to ship logs about the
hosting system to Elasticsearch and this is done from the metricbeat.yml file.
As show in Figure 7, there is also another interface eth1 attatched to the Suricata machine, called
monitoring interface. For the beats to be able to ship logs to the monitoring stack, communication
between the subnet of the IDS and this of the monitoring stack is required. To address this, another
interface that will be able to communicate with the Monitoring stack needs to be created and attached to every Suricata instance. However, everytime that the machines in the autoscaling group
scale out, a new interface needs to be created and attatched. This problem is tackled by creating an
autoscaling lifetime cycle hook. With the help of a serverless Lambda function, everytime a scaling
event happens, during the “EC2_INSTANCE_LAUNCHING” phase of a the machine lifecycle, such
an interface is created and attatched to the machine. See 20
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3.4 The Monitoring Stack
The Monitoring Stack is the stack that is responsible for collecting and visualizing all the logs and
alerts produced by the IDS stack. It is the target of the logs that are shipped by the beat agents that
are installed in the IDS machines. This stacked is composed of a T3 type EC2 machine that has installed Elasticsearch (version 7.14) and Kibana (version 7.14).
According to the official Elasticsearch [31] website it is a “distributed, free and open search and analytics engine for all types of data, including textual, numerical, geospatial, structured, and unstructured. Elasticsearch is built on Apache Lucene and was first released in 2010 by Elasticsearch N.V.
(now known as Elastic). Known for its simple REST APIs, distributed nature, speed, and scalability,
Elasticsearch is the central component of the Elastic Stack, a set of free and open tools for data ingestion, enrichment, storage, analysis, and visualization. Commonly referred to as the ELK Stack
(after Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana), the Elastic Stack now includes a rich collection of lightweight shipping agents known as Beats for sending data to Elasticsearch.” However, with the use of
beats the need of Logstash, which is a processing pipeline that ingests log data from differents
sources, is not needed. Beats can communicate directly with Elasticsearch and ship logs in the form
that is needed.
Kibana [29] is an open-source tool for visualizing data in the Elasticsearch database and creating
customizable graphs that will help us understand network flows and machine metrics during the period of the testing attack to our TargetStack. Of course, the Monitoring stack needs to be able to receive data from the beat agents in the IDS Stack. For this, a security group for the monitoring machine must be defined that allows inbound traffic to TCP port 9200, where the Elasticsearch listens,
from the monitroring network interfaces that are attatched to the Suricata instances network IP
range (10.0.2.0/24). Traffic must also be allows for port TCP 5601, in order for the filebeat to be
able to communicate directly with Kibana and set up the preconfigured dashboard and of course
traffic from the IP that is used during the experiments, so that we can access the Kibana dashboard.

Figure 9: Monitoring Stack Overview
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3.5 The Traffic Mirroring Stack
Finally, for the application to be complete, the Traffic Mirroring Stack needs to be deployed. It is
deployed after all the other stacks have been deployed and its purpose is to define a traffic mirroring
source, a traffic mirroring target, a filter, and create a traffic mirroring session.
•

Traffic Mirror Source: It is the interface of the EC2 instace in the TargetStack. All traffic intended for this instance, will be copied and sent to the mirroring target

•

Traffic Mirror Target: It is the network balancer in the IDS stack and ultimately the sniffing
interfaces of the Suricata instances

•

Traffic Mirror Filter: This filter defines which traffic will be mirrored to the target. In this
case, all traffic is allowed through to the target

•

Traffic Mirror Session: Finally, a session is created between the source and the target. In this
case, only one session is needed, as we intend to monitor all traffic.

Figure 10: Overview of the designed architectured
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4. Testing the IDS Architecture
In order to test the efficiency of the proposed architecture an experiment will be conducted to test
the resilience and the efficiency of the intrusion detection. Methodologies about testing network intrusion detection systems have been a subject of study in several cases. These methodologies can be
categorized usually in two main methods which are the online traffic generation and the offline traffic generation[33]. In this case, online traffic generation will be used. This technique usually entails
generation of synthetic traffic, both malicious and benign with the use of some network traffic generation tools like GENESIDS [31] and Ostinato [35].

4.1 Packet configuration
Ostinato is a well-known, open source network traffic generation used by network engineers and
has been utilized in many cases for testing IDS infrastuctures with high traffic volumes. [36] It offers great capabilitities like high traffic volume generation and packet crafting, allowing packet manipulation in levels L2-L7. For the case of this study, it will be used to create network packets with
specific payload, in order to test the scalability and robustness of the implemented architecture and
how well the Suricata IDS works with features like autoscaling and traffic mirroring of the AWS. To
test this, a packet with specific payload will be created and also the corresponding rule in Suricata
rules will be created to see if it is successfully detected. This specific packet will be repeatedly sent
out to the target machine in relatively high rate (higher rates are limited by the hardware that this
experiment is conducted on). This traffic then will be encapsulated in VXLAN packets by the traffic
mirroring service and forwarded to the Load Balancer of the IDS autoscaling group. The goal is to
see how the autoscaling group along with the traffic mirroring behaves in different packet rates and
how it scales out to adapt to high network traffic volume, without missing malicious traffic packets
in times of great network surge and how it scales in when network traffic returns back to normal
levels, so that no resources are underutilized. The underutilization of resources in terms of financial
and computational cost is a major concern for many orginazations, preventing them for implementing security solutions.
As mentioned above. Ostinato software will be used to to craft a TCP packet with the following
characteristics:
•

L1: MAC

•

L2: Ethernet

•

L3: IPv4

•

L4: TCP

The payload of the
packet will be a
hexdump that represents the string “test
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Figure 11: L3 of the crafted packet

Traffic will be directed to port 80 of the target machine

Figure 12: L4 and hexdump of the crafted packet
As mention before, the network load balancer uses a flow hash algorithm to route the traffic to the
registered targets, according to the source port of the connection, the destination port, the source
and destination address and the sequence number of the packet. For this reason, in order to create
synthetic traffic with that will emulate real scenario traffic, packets with various configuration of
source port and sequence number will be created. This configuration will produce TCP packets that
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are unique for the purpose of this experiment. Ostinato supports the injection of variable fields for
many sections of the packet that alternate and can change fields in the packet headers. The following setup will be used:
1. TCP packets with small rate per second will be sent, to simulate low traffic, without triggering any alarms in the autoscaling group
2. The rate will be increase for several minutes to simulate higher traffic in the network, triggering the first autoscaling policy
3. High packet rate to simulate a high network traffic and trigger the next policy
4. The packet rate will return to the previous level
5. Finally, the rate will drop to the initial level

Rate (pkts/
sec)
100
400
700
400
200
Total

Total num- Duration Packets/minPorts
ber of pack- (min)
ets
30000
5
6000
50005999
360000
15
24000
50005999
630000
15
42000
50005999
360000
15
24000
50005999
120000
10
12000
50005999
1500000
60

Sequence numbers
500000-500032

Number of
unique packets
33000

500033-500425

393000

500426-501158

689020

501159-501551

393000

501553-501685

133000
1641020

4.2 Suricata custom rules
In order this packet to generate an alert in Suricata when sniffed, the corresponding rules must be in
place. For testing purposes, all the other Suricata rules will be disabled and only some custom rules
will be kept in place. The corresponding rule for the custom packet above is the following:
alert tcp any any -> any any (msg: "Test attack detected at last"; content: "test attack"; sid:8000004; rev:2;)

The rule above is a very simple rule that serves the purpose of the experiment. It instructs Suricata
to generate an alert whenever it detects an ingress TCP packet from any source and any destination,
that contains the content “test attack”. If such a packet is detected, then an alert with message “Test
attack detected at last” is generated. The sid and the rev fields are required for Suricata rules an the
represent the unique id and the revision number (useful when a rule is updated) of the alert accord-
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ingly. Suricata comes with many, more advanced rules that are able to detect malicious traffic but
this simple rule will be used for the purpose of this experiment.

4.3 First Scaling policy
To test the above packet configuration and and create conditions that will trigger autoscaling, the
respective autoscaling rules must be configured in the SuricataAutoscaling group. A simple step
scaling policy will be used, that will be triggered according to the ingress traffic. For an autoscaling
policy to work first, the metric that will be used must be defined. The metric that will be used is
NetworkPacketsMirrorIn. This is a simple metric, already available in the metrics of AWS Cloudwatch. More complicated metrics are available and even user defined custom metrics. However, we
define this simple metric just to check how TrafficMirroring can work in tandem with autoscaling
and help create robust security architectures. Here must be noticed, that the NetworkPacketsMirrorIn metric is not available for the SuricataAutoscaling group. This metric is available for the for
groups or instances that consist the source of a traffic mirroring session, namely for groups or instances whose traffic is mirrored to a target. The aggragation period of 60 seconds will be used,
which is the minimum aggregation period allowed for autoscaling according to a metric. The statistic that will be used is the “average”, meaning that the steps of the policy will be defined according
to this. The policies will evaluate the thresholds according to the average number of mirrored packets per minute for one consecutive evalution period of one minute. More configuration periods can
be defined. For example, a policy can be triggered if a threshold is breached for five consecutive
evaluation periods of a defined duration.
In a step scaling policy, steps, meaning threshold must be defined. Depending on these thresholds,
when the metric exceeds this threshold or falls below it, a defined action is triggered to adjust the
size of the autoscaling group according to the policies. Stepped scaling allows for three different adjustment types: CHANGE_IN_CAPACITY, PERCENT_CHANGE_IN_CAPACITY, EXACT_CAPACITY. The first one means that when the metric exceeds the threshold,the defined number of instances will be added to the group (or subtracted). If the metric continues to be above the threshold
after the cooldown period of the autoscaling group, the action is triggered again and the same
amount of instances are added. For example, if the metic surpasses the threshold, +1 instance is
added to the group. If after the cooldown period of the newly added machine the threshold continuous to be breached, +1 instance will be added again, and so one. This is the case also for the PERCENT_IN_CAPACITY adjustment type, but instead of adding a defined number of instances, it adds
a percentage of the current size of the group. The adjustment type that will be used in this setup is
the last one. This type defines the exact number of instances that must exist in the group, when the
metric is above or below the defined thresholds. The steps that will be used are defined according to
the packet configuration and are presented in Table 4
Table 4: 1st scaling policy
Upper
Lower
Lower

Threshold (packets/min)
15000
20000
30000
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Number of instances in group
1
2
3

4.4 Results
The experiment was conducted sending the packets of the defined configuration to the Target group.
The traffic of the target group is mirrored to the target load balancer of the Suricata autoscaling
group. As it is shown below, the packets were successfully mirrored and the alarms of for the defined custom suricata rule were successfully triggered.

Figure 13: Count of triggered Suricata alerts
As we can see, the alerts were triggered to according to the rates of the packets we sent. This indicates that TrafficMirroring worked as expected. Fluctuations of the the ideal amount of packets per
minute, from 20:11 to 20:13, are not probably due to delays in the traffic mirroring. Most probably
they appear because the simulated attack did not start at an exact time point of a minute. Another
possible reason is due to processing time by the filebeat agent that collects all the Suricata data and
ships them to Elasticsearch in the monitoring station.

Figure 14: TargetAutoscalingGroup Mirrored packets
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The Figure 14 shows the number of packets received from the TargetAutoscalingGroup that are
mirrored in. The count of inbound packets that are mirrored coincides with the number of outgoing
packets that are mirrored. This is logical, because we used TCP packets over port 80 of the target
machine. So, the target server sends an ACK packet for every packet with SYN flag that is arrived.
As can be concluded from the diagram, packet mirroring works as expected, mirroring all the packets, without dropping or omitting some of them. Now we must examine the behavior of the SuricataAutoscalingGroup. AWS Cloudwatch Alarms help us examine if and when the defined scaling
policies were triggered according to value of the NetworkPacketsMirrorIn metric that we defined.

Figure 15: Alarm state of SuricataAutoscalingGroup before the attack
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Figure 16: Alarm state for NetworkPacketsMirrorIn >=20000 for SuricataAutoscalingGroup

Figure 17: Alarm state for NetworkPacketsMirrorIn >=30000 for SuricataAutoscalingGroup
From the previous figures we can see the history of the alarm state for the Suricata autoscaling
group, for the three different configured alarms. At first, the group was in alarm state for the first
alarm (NetworkPacketsMirrorIn <= 15000) when the attack hadn’t started or it was in the initial
stages, with low packets/sec rate (100 p/s). In the second stage, when the average of the packets per
minute went above the threshold of 20000, the next alarm was triggered. As we can see, the alarm
was not triggered immediately. The reason for this is the existence of the aggregation period of one
minute that was defined for the autoscaling group. This aggregation periods helps us define scaling
strategies that are not-over sensitive to momentary changes in the metric. For example, if a sudden
spike in the network had happened for just a few seconds, the alarm would have triggered and new
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resources would have been added to the group. However, because this spike would be momentary,
for the rest of the time, the newly generated resources would have been underutilized. This would
be inefficient in terms of costs and computing power. The already existing instances in the group
would probably be able to deal with this sudden change of the metric. The same case is for the third
diagram. When the number of packets per second exceeded 30000 per minute the third alarm was
triggered, but not right from the beginning, due to the aggregation period.

Figure 18: Distribution of generated alert per instance
As we can see in the distribution of alerts generated by instance the load balancer distributed the
mirrored packets to all the instances.

Figure 19: Number of instances InService
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Figure 20: Instances in Pending state
Timeline:
1. 20:30 Attack started
2. 20:36 First alarm triggered (delayed 1 minute due to the aggregation period)
3. 20:38 Second instance went into service
4. 20:40 The load balancer started distributing load to the second instance in service
5. 20:52 Second alarm is triggered
6. 20:53 Around that time the third instance comes into service
7. 20:54 After the cooldown period passes, third instance starts to receive traffic
8. 21:06 The alarm state drops again, responding to the lower pkts/sec rate
9. 21:06 The load balancer starts draining traffic from the first instance and the groups start
pulling the oldest instance out of service
10. 21:12 Only two instances remaining in the group and the load balancer distributes the traffic
between them almost equally
11. 21:21The alarm drops to the initial level
12. 21:22 The second instance is pulled out of service
13. 21:27 The LB starts distributing traffic to the newest instance in the group
14. 21:28 The attack stops and only one instance remains to the group

The timeline above has accuracy of a minute. These differences appear due to aggregation times of
the metric, aggregation times for the graphics display in Kibana, different boot times of instances,
and the fact that the attack did not begin at an exact timepoint. Below we can see the utilization of
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resources in the SuricataAutoscalingGroup. The diagram shows the average for CPU usage in the
group and helps us understand the group’s behavior when the metric changes

Figure 21: Average CPU utilization of SuricataAutoscalingGroup

Figure 22: CPU usage by instance
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4.5 Second Scaling policy
As we can see, the previous scaling strategy, even though it worked, is not a very good strategy. It is
too specific and requires a priory knowledge of the amount of traffic that the target network will receive. Furthermore, it does not take into account metrics of the SuricataAutoscaling group, but instead metrics about the TargetGroup. Even though the ultimate goal is to monitor the traffic of the
target group, the purpose of this architecture is to examine robustness, resiliency and efficiency of
the security solution.
This time, we will create a different scaling strategy based on the average CPU utilization of the
Suricata autoscaling group. This strategy ensures that three things:
1. No resources remain underutilized in periods with low traffic
2. The Suricata scaling group has always spare CPU
3. No instance is overwhelmed during high traffic periods
This time we will use the CHANGE_IN_CAPACITY adjustment type, meaning that for every evaluation period, that the group remains in alarm, one instance will be added every time, in comparison
with the previous experiment, where the number of instances was fixed above the defined alarm
levels. The same traffic pattern as before will be used, and the steps of the strategy is shown in the
table below.
Threshold (Average CPU per- Change in capacity
centage)
Upper

15

-1

Lower

20

1

When the average CPU utilization, surpasses the threshold of 20%, a Suricata instance will be
added to the group. When, it drops below 15% one instance is subtracted to the group. The minimum level of instances in the group is set to 1, so that there will always be a monitoring machine
available in the group. The number of instances can never fall below this level.

4.6 Results
In Figure 23 we can see the average CPU utilization of the group during the time of attack. If we
compare it with Figure 24, which shows the number of instances that went in and out of service in
the group during the attack, we can extract useful information about the behavior of the auto-scaling
group. When the second phase of the attack started, there was only one instance in service in the
group. As heavier traffic started to be mirrored in the group, the CPU usage spiked. If heavy traffic
continued to arrive in the Suricata instance, it could probably be overwhelmed. At that point, the
group alarm was triggered and a new instance started to be prepared to join the group. After the image was initialized and the cooldown period passed, the load balancer started distributing traffic to
both machined. Consequently, the average CPU utilization in the group dropped below the threshold of 20%. After a while, the CPU stabilized below the lower threshold, so instances were termi46

nated, because they were underutilized. Again, when the main phase of the attack started and CPU
started to rise again, new instances were spawned in order to balance the average group CPU below
the threshold, and finally when ingress mirrored traffic started to drop, instances terminated again,
until the end of the attack, were the number of instances fell to 1 again.

Figure 23: Average CPU utilization in SuricataAutoscalingGroup

Figure 24: Timeline of InService instances
In Figure 25 we can see the distribution of the alerts that Suricata generated, broke down by instance. Seven instances were spawned in total, in order to battle the fluctuation of CPU usage in the
group. The reason for spawning too many instances is that we set a low threshold in order to examine the behaviour of the group and see how the loads are distributed to the Suricata instances. The
second reason is the low cooldown time defined (30s). Perhaps a bigger cooldown time would have
spawned lesser machines and the number of instances in the group would be less fluctulant. This,
off course, theoretically, could result in one of the instances be overwhelmed by mirrored traffic and
the loss of some alerts that could prove disastrous.
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Figure 25: Distribution of alerts across the instances of SuricataAutoscalingGroup

Overall, in the second configuration, Suricata generated a number of 1491110 alerts in a sum of
1500000 “malicious” packets that were sent. It must be clarified that the lower number of packets
compared to the expected one is not due to packet loss from the Suricata instances or the traffic mirroring. All the traffic received by the TargerMachine was successfully mirrored to the SuricataAutoscaling group, and the packet loss of Suricata was zero, as we can see in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Suricata packet drops
The packet loss can probably be attributed to the limitations of hardware from which the test traffic
was generated and the fact that Ostinato operates in statless mode. This means, that Ostinato could
not receive ACK packets from the server, and could not resend packets that were dropped along the
way.
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In general, both the generated test traffic and the alarm levels were configured to low levels. However, this setup was enough to test how TrafficMirroring can work in tandem with autoscaling to
create a robust and secure architecutre even with limited resources, like a T2 MICRO machine. This
can enable even small organizations create a secure architecture that can scale when the their workload rises, without having to constantly re-adapt their resources, which leads to higher costs.
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5 Conclusions
The experiments above were an indication that Traffic Mirroring can be combined with Suricata and
auto-scaling to create a robust and secure application architecture in the cloud. Suricata is a very
powerful and efficient IDS with reasonable resource requirements. It can handle inherently the
VXLAN protocol which Traffic Mirroring uses, so no VXLAN decoding is required for the Suricata to sniff the traffic. This means that Traffic Mirroring and Suricata can work together out-of-the
box and monitor the resources for malicious traffic. In this experiment setup the Suricata instances
where in a private network. They were totally isolated from the target application. An attacker
would have no way of knowing that the traffic is mirrored to a security appliance and that his acts
are being monitor. Furthermore, the isolation of the target network and the security instances network makes it impossible for an attacker to know the existence of a sniffing machine. Another advantage of the Traffic Mirroring in comparison with traditional agents that copy ingress and
outgress traffic and send it to a security appliance is that, even if the target was compromised by the
attacker, he would have no way of knowing that his actions were monitored, because no traffic mirroring agent is installed in the target machine. The advantage of traffic mirroring, when it comes to
security solutions, is that traffic can be mirrored to many targets. Multiple sessions can be created,
with multiple filters, so that traffic can be mirrored to different security appliances and even in already on-premise setup solutions through VPC Gateways, so that resources already available to organizations can be utilized, creating a hybrid security model with resources residing both in the
cloud and on-premise. By creating different filters and sessions, specific protocols can be mirrored
to appliances with specialization in monitoring particular parts of the network traffic.
As stated before, targets for traffic mirroring can be either instances or Network Load Balancers.
This fact makes it possible to utilize the scalability of load balancing and auto-scaling when creating monitoring solutions which deducts the need for a-priori knowledge about the needs for resources for security machines. This leads to a reduced cost for the organizations, because they do
not have to spend big amounts of money for their security infrastructure, for resources that could remain underutilized for big time periods. However, some things need to be taken into consideration
when combining auto scaling with IDS software, like Suricata. Traffic Mirroring can work only
with Network Load balancers. Network Load Balancers, unlike the other load balancers (Application Load Balancer, Classic Load Balancer) does not use connection multiplexing. This, sometimes
can lead to an instance in the auto-scaling group receive more requests. In times of sudden traffic
spike, this can lead to a machine be overwhelmed by traffic, at least until a defined scaling action is
performed according to the scaling strategy. Taking this into account, someone must make sure that
the resources of the Suricata instances can handle a sudden increase in traffic at the first place. Even
though it is a possibility, Suricata inherently is very resource efficient and can handle big amounts
of traffic. This can also be mitigated with the combination of other security measures, like WAFs.
Overall, Traffic Mirroring is a very efficient tool when it comes to monitoring network traffic in the
cloud. It is easy to setup, without the need of installing additional agents to already deployed resources. As far as security is concerned, it is more secure than traffic mirroring with installed
agents, as its presence is not detectable by attackers, and can mirror traffic to resources that are
completely separated from the main application and dedicated to traffic monitoring.
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A drawback of the Traffic Mirroring, is that only high tier instances can be used as mirroring source.
This means that it cannot be used with smaller machine images like the T2 image. This can lead to
increased costs, even thought not so much, for a small organization that want to host a simple application.
The experiments in this dissertation were conducted in the smallest possible machines that met the
requirements for the installed software, to test the efficiency of an architecture that utilizes traffic
mirroring to monitor applications with the use of Suricata IDS in a completely separate subnet. The
amounts of synthetic traffic generated for testing purposes was small due to hardware restrictions
and the thresholds for the scaling policies were kept respectively low. Overall, the proposed architecture performed quite well, both in terms of generated alerts and in terms of computing resources
utilization. As a future work, this need to be tested with higher volumes of real traffic, either by
putting such a system in production or by replaying higher volumes of captured PCAP files that
contain both malicious and normal traffic.
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APPENDIX
1. The VPC Stack Source code
const cdk = require("@aws-cdk/core");
const ec2 = require("@aws-cdk/aws-ec2");
const { Duration } = require("@aws-cdk/core");
const path = require("path");
const { InterfaceVpcEndpoint, CfnNetworkInterfaceAttachment } = require("@aws-cdk/aws-ec2");
const { getIPFromAmazon } = require("../utils/utils");
const HOME_IP = getIPFromAmazon();
class VpcStack extends cdk.Stack {
/**
*
* @param {cdk.Construct} scope
* @param {string} id
* @param {cdk.StackProps=} props
*/
constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope, id, props);
const {
homeIP
} = props;
console.log('Props ', homeIP)
const vpc = new ec2.Vpc(this, "MyCustomVPC", {
cidr: "10.0.0.0/22",
maxAzs: 1,
subnetConfiguration: [
{
name: "TargetSubnet",
subnetType: ec2.SubnetType.PUBLIC,
},
{
name: "IDSSubnet",
subnetType: ec2.SubnetType.PUBLIC,
},
{
name: "MonitoringSubnet",
subnetType: ec2.SubnetType.PUBLIC,
},
{
name: "NullSubnet",
subnetType: ec2.SubnetType.PUBLIC,
reserved: true
},
],
});
this.vpc = vpc;
}

}

module.exports = { VpcStack };
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2. Target Stack source code
const cdk = require('@aws-cdk/core');
const ec2 = require('@aws-cdk/aws-ec2');
const ecs = require('@aws-cdk/aws-ecs');
const autoscaling = require('@aws-cdk/aws-autoscaling');
const elbv2 = require("@aws-cdk/aws-elasticloadbalancingv2");
const { Protocol } = require('@aws-cdk/aws-ec2');
class TargetStack extends cdk.Stack {
constructor(scope, id, props){
super(scope, id, props);
const {
vpc,
homeIP
} = props;
const targetSecurityGroup = new ec2.SecurityGroup(
this,
'TargetSecurityGroup',
{
vpc: vpc,
description: 'This is the security group of the target machine',
allowAllOutbound: true
}
)
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.icmpPing(),
"Allow icmp protocol"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(80),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 80"
)
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(21),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 21"
)
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(42),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 42"
);
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targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.udp(69),
"Allow udp traffic on port 69"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(135),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 135"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(443),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 443"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(445),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 445"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(1433),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 1433"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(1723),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 1723"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(1883),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 1883"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.udp(1900),
"Allow udp traffic on port 1900"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(3306),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 3306"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(5060),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 5060"
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);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.udp(5060),
"Allow udp traffic on port 5060"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(5061),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 5061"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(11211),
"Allow tcp traffic on port 11211"
);
targetSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(2222),
'Allow ssh on port 2222'
)
const cluster = new ecs.Cluster(this, 'Cluster', {
vpc,
});
const autoScalingGroup = new autoscaling.AutoScalingGroup(this, 'ASG', {
vpc,
instanceType: new ec2.InstanceType('t3.large'),
machineImage: ecs.EcsOptimizedImage.amazonLinux2(),
minCapacity: 1,
maxCapacity: 1,
securityGroup: targetSecurityGroup,
vpcSubnets: {
subnetGroupName: 'TargetSubnet'
},
autoScalingGroupName: 'TargetAutoscalingGroup'
});
const capacityProvider = new ecs.AsgCapacityProvider(this, 'myCapacityProv', {
autoScalingGroup,
capacityProviderName:'myCapProv',
enableManagedTerminationProtection: false,
});
cluster.addAsgCapacityProvider(capacityProvider);
const taskDefinition = new ecs.Ec2TaskDefinition(this, 'TaskDef');
taskDefinition.addContainer('Cowrie', {
image: ecs.ContainerImage.fromRegistry('cowrie/cowrie'),
memoryLimitMiB: 1024,

portMappings: [
{
containerPort: 2222,
hostPort: 2222
},
]
})
taskDefinition.addContainer('DefaultContainer', {
image: ecs.ContainerImage.fromRegistry('dinotools/dionaea'),
memoryLimitMiB: 512,
portMappings:[
{
containerPort:80,
hostPort:80
},
{
containerPort:21,
hostPort:21
},
{
containerPort:42,
hostPort:42
},
{
containerPort:69,
hostPort:69,
protocol: Protocol.UDP
},
{
containerPort:135,
hostPort:135
},
{
containerPort:443,
hostPort:443
},
{
containerPort:445,
hostPort: 445
},
{
containerPort:1433,
hostPort: 1433
},
{
containerPort:1723,
hostPort:1723
},
{
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containerPort:1883,
hostPort:1883
},
{
containerPort:1900,
hostPort:1900,
protocol: Protocol.UDP
},
{
containerPort:3306,
hostPort:3306,
},
{
containerPort:5060,
hostPort:5060,
},
{
containerPort:5060,
hostPort:5060,
protocol: Protocol.UDP
},
{
containerPort:5061,
hostPort:5061,
},
{
containerPort:11211,
hostPort:11211,
},
],
});
const ecsService = new ecs.Ec2Service(this, 'Service', {
cluster,
taskDefinition,
});
}
}
module.exports = { TargetStack }

3. IDS Stack Source code
const cdk = require("@aws-cdk/core");
const ec2 = require("@aws-cdk/aws-ec2");
const iam = require("@aws-cdk/aws-iam");
const cloudwatch = require("@aws-cdk/aws-cloudwatch");
const { Duration } = require("@aws-cdk/core");
const path = require("path");
const {
InterfaceVpcEndpoint,
CfnNetworkInterfaceAttachment,
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MachineImage,
} = require("@aws-cdk/aws-ec2");
const autoscaling = require("@aws-cdk/aws-autoscaling");
const {
Signals,
LifecycleHook,
CfnWarmPool,
CfnWarmPoolProps,
GroupMetrics,
Monitoring,
} = require("@aws-cdk/aws-autoscaling");
const lambda = require("@aws-cdk/aws-lambda");
const hooks = require("@aws-cdk/aws-autoscaling-hooktargets");
const elbv2 = require("@aws-cdk/aws-elasticloadbalancingv2");
const { Protocol } = require("@aws-cdk/aws-elasticloadbalancingv2");
const { PolicyStatement, Effect } = require("@aws-cdk/aws-iam");
class IDSStack extends cdk.Stack {
constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope, id, props);
const { vpc, homeIP } = props;
const handle = new ec2.InitServiceRestartHandle();
const suricataSecurityGroup = new ec2.SecurityGroup(
this,
"SSHSecurityGroup",
{
vpc: vpc,
description:
"This is a home security group. It allowes SSH connections from my home ip",
allowAllOutbound: true,
securityGroupName: "SuricataSecurityGroup",
}
);
suricataSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(22),
"Allow SSH connections from home IP"
);
suricataSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4("10.0.1.0/24"),
ec2.Port.tcp(22),
"Allow SSH connections from instances in the same subnet. This is needed for the load balancer to check the instance health"
);
suricataSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4("10.0.2.6/32"),
ec2.Port.tcp(9200),
"Allows communication between the IDS machine and Elasticsearch in the monitoring station"
);
suricataSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4("10.0.0.5/16"),
ec2.Port.udp(4789),
"Description this allows inbound traffic to the IDS machine on UDP port 4789 that is needed for receiving mirrored traffic"
);
suricataSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4("10.0.0.5/16"),
ec2.Port.tcp(4789),
"Description this allows inbound traffic to the IDS machine on UDP port 4789 that is needed for receiving mirrored traffic"
);
const elasticSecurityGroup = new ec2.SecurityGroup(
this,
"ElasticSecurityGroup",
{
vpc: vpc,
description:
"This is the elastic security group. It regulates communication between the monitoring interface and the monitoring station for the ELK stack",
allowAllOutbound: true,
securityGroupName: "ElasticSecurityGroup",
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}
);
elasticSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4("10.0.2.6/32"),
ec2.Port.tcp(9200),
"This allows comunication between the monitoring interface and the Elastic node in the monitoring machine"
);
elasticSecurityGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4("10.0.2.6/32"),
ec2.Port.tcp(5601),
"This allows comunication between the monitoring interface and Kibana in the monitoring machine"
);
const autoScalingGroup = new autoscaling.AutoScalingGroup(this, "IDSASG", {
vpc,
associatePublicIpAddress: true,
// signals: Signals.waitForAll(),
instanceType: ec2.InstanceType.of(
ec2.InstanceClass.T2,
ec2.InstanceSize.MICRO
),
keyName: "ihu-ec2-keys",
machineImage: ec2.MachineImage.genericLinux({
'eu-west-1': 'ami-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx',
}),
// init: ec2.CloudFormationInit.fromConfigSets({
// configSets: {
// default: [
//
"yumPreinstall",
//
"suricataConfig",
//
"filebeatConfig",
//
"metricbeatConfig",
// ],
// },
// initOptions: {
// // Optional, which configsets to activate (['default'] by default)
// configSets: ["default"],
// // Optional, how long the installation is expected to take (5 minutes by default)
// timeout: Duration.minutes(30),
// },
// configs: {
// yumPreinstall: new ec2.InitConfig([
//
// Install an Amazon Linux package using yum
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("sudo su"),
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("yum-config-manager --enable epel"),
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("amazon-linux-extras install -y epel"),
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
//
"yum install -y epel-release yum-plugin-copr"
//
),
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
//
"amazon-linux-extras install -y docker"
//
),
//
// ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("yum-config-manager --enable *")
// ]),
// suricataConfig: new ec2.InitConfig([
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("sudo su"),
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("systemctl start docker"),
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("docker pull jasonish/suricata"),
//
//
//
//

ec2.InitFile.fromAsset(
"/etc/suricata/suricata.yaml",
path.resolve(__dirname, "../configs/suricata.yaml")
),

//
//
//
//

ec2.InitFile.fromAsset(
"/var/lib/suricata/rules/test.rules",
path.resolve(__dirname, "../configs/test.rules")
),

//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
//
"docker run --restart always -d --net=host --name=suricata --cap-add=net_admin --cap-add=sys_nice -v /var/log/suricata:/var/log/suricata
-v /etc/suricata:/etc/suricata -v /var/lib/suricata/rules:/var/lib/suricata/rules jasonish/suricata:latest -i eth0"
//
),
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
"docker exec -d --user suricata suricata suricata-update -f"
),
]),
filebeatConfig: new ec2.InitConfig([
//Filebeat installation and configuration to enable suricata module and send logs to Elasticsearch in the monitoring
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
"curl -L -O https://artifacts.elastic.co/downloads/beats/filebeat/filebeat-7.14.0-x86_64.rpm"
),
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
"sudo rpm -vi filebeat-7.14.0-x86_64.rpm"
),
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("systemctl enable filebeat"),
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("filebeat modules enable suricata"),
ec2.InitFile.fromAsset(
"/etc/filebeat/filebeat.yml",
path.resolve(__dirname, "../configs/filebeat.yml")
),

//
ec2.InitService.enable("filebeat", {
//
serviceRestartHandle: handle,
//
ensureRunning: true,
//
enabled: true,
//
}),
// ]),
// metricbeatConfig: new ec2.InitConfig([
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
//
"curl -L -O https://artifacts.elastic.co/downloads/beats/metricbeat/metricbeat-7.15.2-x86_64.rpm"
//
),
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
//
"sudo rpm -vi metricbeat-7.15.2-x86_64.rpm"
//
),
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("systemctl enable metricbeat"),
//
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("metricbeat modules enable system"),
//
ec2.InitFile.fromAsset(
//
"/etc/metricbeat/metricbeat.yml",
//
path.resolve(__dirname, "../configs/metricbeat.yml")
//
),
//
ec2.InitService.enable("metricbeat", {
//
serviceRestartHandle: handle,
//
ensureRunning: true,
//
enabled: true,
//
}),
// ]),
// },
// }),
autoScalingGroupName: "SuricataAutoscalingGroup",
cooldown: Duration.seconds(30),
healthCheck: {
gracePeriod: cdk.Duration.seconds(30),
},
minCapacity: 1,
maxCapacity: 5,
securityGroup: suricataSecurityGroup,
vpcSubnets: {
subnetGroupName: "IDSSubnet",
},
groupMetrics:[autoscaling.GroupMetrics.all()],
instanceMonitoring: Monitoring.DETAILED,
});
const networkInMetric = new cloudwatch.Metric({
namespace: "AWS/EC2",
statistic: "avg",
metricName: "CPUUtilization",
period: Duration.seconds(60),
dimensionsMap: {
AutoScalingGroupName: "SuricataAutoscalingGroup",
},
});
autoScalingGroup.scaleOnMetric("ScaleToAvgCPU", {
metric: networkInMetric,
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scalingSteps: [
{ upper: 15, change: -1 },
{ lower: 20, change: 1 },
],
adjustmentType: autoscaling.AdjustmentType.CHANGE_IN_CAPACITY,
});
const interfaceAttatchmentFunction = new lambda.Function(
this,
"lambda-function",
{
runtime: lambda.Runtime.NODEJS_14_X,
memorySize: 256,
timeout: cdk.Duration.seconds(30),
handler: "index.main",
code: lambda.Code.fromAsset(
path.join(__dirname, "/../src/lambdas/interfaces")
),
}
);
const role = interfaceAttatchmentFunction.role;
const policyStatement = new iam.PolicyStatement({
actions: [
"ec2:DescribeInstances",
"ec2:CreateNetworkInterface",
"ec2:AttachNetworkInterface",
"ec2:DescribeNetworkInterfaces",
"autoscaling:CompleteLifecycleAction",
],
effect: Effect.ALLOW,
resources: ["*"],
});
role.attachInlinePolicy(
new iam.Policy(this, "CreateENIPolicy", {
statements: [policyStatement],
})
);
const lb = new elbv2.NetworkLoadBalancer(this, "LB", {
vpc,
internetFacing: true,
vpcSubnets: {
subnetGroupName: "IDSSubnet",
},
loadBalancerName: "SuricataNetworkLoadBalancer",
});
const listenerMirrorTraffic = lb.addListener("Mirrored traffic listener", {
port: 4789,
protocol: Protocol.UDP,
});
listenerMirrorTraffic.addTargets("SuricataFleet", {
port: 4789,
targets: [autoScalingGroup],
});
const lfHook = new hooks.FunctionHook(interfaceAttatchmentFunction);
const lifecycleHook = new autoscaling.LifecycleHook(this, "LcH", {
autoScalingGroup: autoScalingGroup,
lifecycleTransition: autoscaling.LifecycleTransition.INSTANCE_LAUNCHING,
lifecycleHookName: "MyIDSHook",
notificationTarget: lfHook,
heartbeatTimeout: Duration.minutes(10),
notificationMetadata: `{"SubnetId":"${
vpc.selectSubnets("MonitoringSubnet").subnetIds[2]
}","SecurityGroups":["${elasticSecurityGroup.securityGroupId}"]}`,
});
this.suricataLoadBalancer = lb;
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}

}

module.exports = { IDSStack };

4. Monitoring Stack source code
const cdk = require("@aws-cdk/core");
const ec2 = require("@aws-cdk/aws-ec2");
const { Duration } = require("@aws-cdk/core");
const path = require("path");
const { InterfaceVpcEndpoint, CfnNetworkInterfaceAttachment } = require("@aws-cdk/aws-ec2");
class MonitoringStack extends cdk.Stack {
constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope, id, props);
const {
vpc,
homeIP
} = props;
const handle = new ec2.InitServiceRestartHandle();
const homeConnectionKibanaGroup = new ec2.SecurityGroup(
this,
"KibanaSecurityGroup",
{
vpc: vpc,
description:
"This is the security group that allows connection to the kibana service from my home ip",
allowAllOutbound: true,
}
);
homeConnectionKibanaGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(5601),
"Allow Kibana connections from home IP"
);
homeConnectionKibanaGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4(homeIP),
ec2.Port.tcp(22),
"Allow SSH connections from home IP"
);
homeConnectionKibanaGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4("10.0.2.0/24"),
ec2.Port.tcp(9200),
"Allow inbound traffic from filebeat to elasticsearch"
);
homeConnectionKibanaGroup.addIngressRule(
ec2.Peer.ipv4("10.0.2.0/24"),
ec2.Port.tcp(5601),
"Allows filebeat to reach and setup kibana"
);

const monitoringStation = new ec2.Instance(this, "MonitoringStation", {
vpc: vpc,
securityGroup: homeConnectionKibanaGroup,
vpcSubnets: {
subnetGroupName: "MonitoringSubnet",
},
keyName: "ihu-ec2-keys",
instanceType: ec2.InstanceType.of(
ec2.InstanceClass.T2,
ec2.InstanceSize.LARGE
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),
machineImage: new ec2.AmazonLinuxImage({
generation: ec2.AmazonLinuxGeneration.AMAZON_LINUX_2,
}),
init: ec2.CloudFormationInit.fromConfigSets({
configSets: {
default: ["yumPreinstall"],
},
configs: {
yumPreinstall: new ec2.InitConfig([
// Install an Amazon Linux package using yum
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand("sudo su"),
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
"amazon-linux-extras install -y java-openjdk11"
),
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
"curl -L -O https://artifacts.elastic.co/downloads/elasticsearch/elasticsearch-7.14.0-x86_64.rpm"
),
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
"rpm -i elasticsearch-7.14.0-x86_64.rpm"
),
ec2.InitFile.fromAsset(
"/etc/elasticsearch/elasticsearch.yml",
path.resolve(__dirname, "../configs/elasticsearch.yml")
),
ec2.InitService.enable("elasticsearch", {
serviceRestartHandle: handle,
}),
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
"systemctl start elasticsearch.service"
),
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
"curl -L -O https://artifacts.elastic.co/downloads/kibana/kibana-7.14.0-x86_64.rpm"
),
ec2.InitCommand.shellCommand(
"yum install -y kibana-7.14.0-x86_64.rpm"
),
ec2.InitFile.fromAsset(
"/etc/kibana/kibana.yml",
path.resolve(__dirname, "../configs/kibana.yml")
),
ec2.InitService.enable("kibana", {
serviceRestartHandle: handle,
ensureRunning: true
}),
]),
},
}),
initOptions: {
// Optional, which configsets to activate (['default'] by default)
configSets: ["default"],
// Optional, how long the installation is expected to take (5 minutes by default)
timeout: Duration.minutes(30),
},
privateIpAddress: "10.0.2.6",
});
}

}

module.exports = { MonitoringStack }

5 Traffic Mirroring Stack source code
const cdk = require("@aws-cdk/core");
const ec2 = require("@aws-cdk/aws-ec2");
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const { Duration } = require("@aws-cdk/core");
const { InterfaceVpcEndpoint, CfnNetworkInterfaceAttachment } = require("@aws-cdk/aws-ec2");
const AWS = require('aws-sdk');
const ec2sdk = new AWS.EC2();
class TrafficMirringStack extends cdk.Stack {
constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope,id,props)
const {
targetLoadBalancer,
suricataLoadBalancer,
vpc
} = props;
var getEniParams={
"NetworkInterfaceIds":[
]
};
const mirrorTarget = new ec2.CfnTrafficMirrorTarget(this, 'TrafficMirrorTarget', {
description:' This is the traffic mirror target',
networkLoadBalancerArn: suricataLoadBalancer.loadBalancerArn
});
const mirrorFilter = new ec2.CfnTrafficMirrorFilter(this, 'TrafficMirrorFilter', {
description: 'This filter allows all traffic from the target machine to be redirected to the sniffing interface',
networkServices:[],
});
const allowAllInboundRule = new ec2.CfnTrafficMirrorFilterRule(this, 'InboundMirrorFilter', {
destinationCidrBlock : '0.0.0.0/0',
sourceCidrBlock:'0.0.0.0/0',
trafficDirection: 'ingress',
ruleAction: 'accept',
ruleNumber:100,
trafficMirrorFilterId: mirrorFilter.ref
});
const allowAllOutboundRule = new ec2.CfnTrafficMirrorFilterRule(this, 'OutboundMirrorFilter', {
destinationCidrBlock : '0.0.0.0/0',
sourceCidrBlock:'0.0.0.0/0',
trafficDirection: 'egress',
ruleAction: 'accept',
ruleNumber:200,
trafficMirrorFilterId: mirrorFilter.ref
});
ec2sdk.describeNetworkInterfaces({}, (err, data) => {
if(err) {
console.log('ERROR ', err)
} else {
const eni = data.NetworkInterfaces.find(eni => {
return eni.PrivateIpAddress.includes('10.0.0.')
})
if(eni) {
const mirrorSession = new ec2.CfnTrafficMirrorSession(this, 'TrafficMirrorSession', {
sessionNumber: 1,
networkInterfaceId: eni.NetworkInterfaceId,
trafficMirrorFilterId: mirrorFilter.ref,
trafficMirrorTargetId: mirrorTarget.ref
})
}
}
});
}

}

module.exports = { TrafficMirringStack }
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